Global Salesforce
Assets & Solutions Group
Bring the future into focus.
The Global Salesforce
Assets & Solutions Group
is driving value at speed
and scale.
We combine industry knowledge with deep
technical expertise to help clients re-imagine
human-centric businesses for today and tomorrow,
transform at speed, and build value that lasts.
Our solutions are built on decades of experience
gained through thousands of successful Salesforce
implementations across key industries. We’ve now
applied our deep industry knowledge and technical
experience to create assets that can quickly solve
our client’s toughest challenges.

The result? We’re helping organizations worldwide see
farther and get there faster.
To build human-centric businesses that engage people in deeply meaningful and relevant ways. To
inform actions with up-to-the-moment insights, while protecting consumer trust in the use of data.
And to maximize investments while continually adapting and innovating.

Our growing portfolio of solutions
LIFE SCIENCES & HEALTH CARE

ENERGY, RESOURCES & INDUSTRIALS

ConvergeHEALTH™ Connect
Optimizing patient relationships
across the care continuum

Cloud4M
Accelerating the journey from
product to customer-centric

FINANCIAL SERVICES

CROSS INDUSTRY

FSConnect
Advancing the future of banking,
insurance, and investment
management

ChangeScout
Delivering intelligent change

GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC SECTOR

Supplier 360
Unlocking deep visibility into
supplier relations

GovConnect™
Modernizing citizen services &
employee experiences

Harness the power of industry-specific
extensions to the Salesforce platform
designed to help our clients navigate
complexity, accelerate transformation,
and create value that lasts.
For more information, please visit
deloitte.com/SalesforceASG
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